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What is Style in the Discus?



The King of discus style Ben Harradine



My vote for the new 2020 Olympic Team USA uniforms



Nike sent me Robert Harting’s uniform Again!



Is this what Bing Yu means by aerodynamic loss?



Is that Zebra print?



Background Information
How I got started in the 
sport of discus 
throwing and track and 
field.

Maybe they will mistake 
these leg pads for muscles…





My Journey Begins



USOTC 1996 Training Camp



Commonalities Defined
Webster defines commonalities as:  The possession of common 
features or attributes. 

Commonality as it relates to discus throwing:  Similar 
foundational qualities of a discus throw across multiple attempts 
by and individual, a subset of athletes or the whole group which 
equal a highly predictable result. 

Commonalities can have positive or negative effects on a throw. 

I have had to constantly re-evaluate what I believed to be set in 
stone commonalities.  



Style Defined
• Style as defined by Webster: A manner of doing 

something. 
• Style as it relates to discus throwing could be defined 

as: The unique movement patterns beyond the scope 
of commonalities yet just as important to a successful 
throw.  Arguably more important. 

• Decoding commonalities and finding your artistic 
expression in the space between.  

• Maximize an athletes strengths and minimize their 
weaknesses.



How many throwers does it take to make a 
commonality?



How many throwers does it take to make a style?





How Can You Quantify the 
Discus Throw?



What the biomechanists say

Bing Yu 

Biomechanist for 
USATF specializing in 
the discus throw 20+ 
years of research.



Aerodynamic 
gain or loss

Ground Force Study 



Phil Cheetham



Kinematic Sequence



IAAF Biomechanical Studies
2009 World Championships  

2017 World Championships



Results







Terminology



Arm/Hip/Shoulder Separation

Andrius 
Gudzius

Daniel 
Stahl

Mason 
Finley



Arm/Hip/Shoulder Separation

Sandra 
Perkovic

Dani 
Stevens

Melina 
Robert-
Michon



Summation of Forces

Perkovic Gudzius



Speed, Angle and Height of 
Release









We all look different we should probably 
throw that way





Which one is the reverser?



With style you find more exceptions to the rule 

With commonalities you find less



Flight time  

High point wind and power position  

Depth on legs 

Wide right leg 

Level of muscle tension 

Discus path 

Reach out to the right at release or not 

The grip on discus 

Reverse or non reverse 

Delayed revers or big jump 

Long double support vs short in power position 

Left arm, short, long, active, inactive, orbit 

Tempo fast or slow 

Right foot landing position 

Wide base or short 

Heal turn German women’s gold medalist 

Extra 1/4 turn at the start 

Hip shoulder separation out of the back and in power position

The List of Many Styles



My Many Styles 



















What Have I learned 
Important Commonalities That Allowed for All of the Above 
Styles to Achieve 65m+  

Balance 

Leg Driven 

Rhythm 

Fly the Discus 

De-noise the Upper Body





The Power of The Discus 
Throw

One of the ultimate tests 
of human capability.   

This sport and its 
challenges and triumphs 
connect us through our 
shared experience to each 
other as fellow athletes 
and coaches through 
thousands of years of 
human history.



Conclusion
“Throughout my career throwing and coaching the throwing 
events I was on the search for “the answer” that would magically 
solve all of my throwing problems.  I watched endless hours of 
video staying up all night just to try and record a 3 second clip of 
Lars Riedel winning the Olympic Games, or talking to other 
throwers or coaches or coming to educational seminars like this.  
What I eventually found out was there is no singular magic 
answer but thousands of little answers when put all together in 
the perfect order at just the right time over long periods of time 
might equal a performance that is beyond what you thought you 
or you athlete were capable of.  So I apologize if you were hoping 
to come here and get “the answer” but I hopefully provided you a 
handful of small answers that helped me along the way as a 
coach and athlete and that might help you on your journey.” 


